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Abstract: Hadoop framework is very efficient and easy to
handle huge records storage as well as its processing. Hadoop
makes use of massive commodity hardware clusters to save and
process massive data in an allotted fashion. Open Source,
Massive information handling capabilities and faster processing
abilities made it very popular. Existing Hadoop Framework
destroys metadata of preceding jobs, it actually allocates Data
Nodes via ignoring what it has processed earlier and hence for
each new process it reads data from all Data Nodes. There isn't
any provision made for checking relationships between similar
data blocks. Thus it weakens the Hadoop overall performance.
The uploaded big data files are partitioned in to number of blocks
and are distributed over node clusters. To avoid random block
distribution and data-duplication, deduplication system is used.
Such deduplication system focuses on space management and
only keeps track of data files on Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS). Such system do not participate in efficient job execution
in map reduce environment. For efficient execution of job, data
locality information and job metadata is stored. Time required for
job execution can be decreased for next execution of same job by
preserving job metadata. A combined environment produce
efficient job execution results with efficient space management.
Keywords: HDFS, Hadoop, MapReduce, BigData, H2hadoop.

I. INTRODUCTION
At present the rate of electronic data increase is
quickened. This huge data is majorly stored on databases
and in distributed fashion across the globe. This data might
be structured, semi-structured or unstructured. Extensive
usage of social media sites, e-commerce sites, blogs,
different databases etc. are resulting in more and more data.
Various organizations are using this data for their business
needs. Based on the analysis of current data statistics they
are foreseeing future trends of business.Storage, Extraction
and Analysis of such a huge data is very challenging. It
requires lot of storage, computational power and resources.
These challenges make legacy databases inefficient and
insufficient for processing techniques. Even after replacing
the data servers with high processing servers many
organizations are not able to solve this huge data problem
beyond certain level.

As Hadoop is designed with scale-out approach by using
commodity hardware rather than traditional scale-in
approach, data storage and maintenance became very cost
effective
as
compared
to
different
storage
mechanisms.Performing efficient large-scale distributed
computation is not that much easy. It requires parallel
processing and distribution parts of the main problem to
multiple machines. As Hadoop uses commodity hardware,
the data is distributed and for its efficient parallel processing
Map Reduce technique is introduced.
A single machine may have a few gigabytes of memory.
But if the data size is in the extent of many terabytes, then
thousands of machines with powerful RAMs may be
required. Even then also it will be impossible for that
machine to process or address all of the data.Huge amount
of Intermediate data is also generated while performing a
large-scale computation. It also takes some space to store.
Again give rise to memory shortage problems. The overflow
data requires other nodes to store data. A large-scale
distributed system must consider this problem and should be
able to manage the resources efficiently. Also such system
must spend more time on actual core computation [1,2,3,4].
In H2Hadoop technique, if the data block isn't present in
HDFS then only Map Reduce operations are performed and
results are stored in HDFS. If the data block to be uploaded
is already processed previously and results are already there
in HDFS, then the same results are used again. For this the
Name Node is retaining extra information about previous
processing [12,17,19,20]. It outcomes in much less number
computations, resources saving and quicker processing.
II. HADOOP
Hadoop daemons interactions are shown in Figure 1. In
order to store the data Client requests NameNode. In
response NameNode sends IP address of the DataNode.
Client formats raw data in HDFS format and divides them
into different data blocks. These data blocks are stored on
different DataNodes [5,6,20].
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blocks. Thus even if results are already there in different
DataNodes still all the computational steps are repeated by
considering it as a new job. There is no provision made for
checking the similarities of data blocks and what is already
processed.Moreover metadata of previous jobs is also not
maintained. For every request it simply reads data from all
DataNodes. It results in weak Hadoop performance.

Fig. 1 Hadoop daemons interaction
By default hadoop maintains three replicas of same data.
The first copy is always stored on processing DataNode
itself, second copy is preferably stored on another DataNode
in the same rack and third copy is preferably stored on some
another DataNode in some different rack. Client sends a
mapreduce job with source file name to the Job Tracker. Job
tracker sends it to those task trackers which have that
required data blocks. Each task tracker finishes the required
execution and sends results to the Job Tracker again. Then
through Job Tracker client gets all the final results.
By default hadoop treats every job as an independent job
even if client has another job which requires same data

Fig. 2 Hadoop workflow[5]

Fig. 3 Hadoop Map Reduce workflow[5]
As shown in figure 3 when client A stores a file then all
the mapreduce computations are done and results are stored
on DataNodes. When client B want to store same file again
then also hadoop treats it as a completely new file again and
repeats all mapreduce computations. Since every task is
trated as an independent task results are not shared hence
hadoop is spending time on same computations again for
same data which is already processed earlier
[7,10,14,21,22].
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III. H2HADOOP
H2Hadoop solved the problem of task redundancy.
NameNode is storing Common Jobs Blocks Table [CJBT]
which saves data about finished jobs. [5,6, 8,9,11,15]. The
workflow is as shown in figures 4 and 5,
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Fig. 4 H2Hadoop workflow

Fig. 5 H2Hadoop MapReduce workflow[5]
Thus from CJBT [13,16,17,18] only we can check
whether similar file is already processed, blocks are
fully/partially processed or not. It saves time for
recomputations, resources. Also increases the speed of
operations when some match is found. CJBT is dynamic in
nature. In CJBT we are checking following things,
Jobs with common name, Jobs with common features,
Block Names with Block Id
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The uploaded big data files are partitioned in to number of
blocks and are distributed over node clusters. To avoid
random
block
distribution
and
data-duplication,
deduplication system is used. Such deduplication system
focuses on space management and only keeps track of data
files on HDFS. Such system do not participate in efficient
job execution in map reduce environment.
In the era of big data we all are facing storage problems of
huge data generated and that to in very very short time.
HDFS is also experiencing the same. In order to store this
huge increasing data efficient storage management is the
need. To improve the storage efficiency a dynamic
deduplication decision algorithm is a solution [23]. Using
personal devices or any other servers, users can upload data
in HDFS. A two-tier deduplication technique is used. i.e.
pre-filter and post-filter. Pre-filter checks file level
deduplication and post- filter checks block level
deduplication.

Fig. 8 Post-filtering deduplication [23]

Fig. 6 Proposed system framework

For efficient execution of job, data locality information
and job metadata is stored. Time required for job execution
can be decreased for next execution of same job by
preserving job metadata. The job execution environment
does not keep track of uploaded data. It simply preserves
metadata of executed jobs.
A combined environment produce efficient job execution
results with efficient space management[13,16,17]. The data
node executes the allocated job over data and preserves the
job and data execution history. The name node checks
whether data is already processed with same job or not. If
yes, it checks the data node history and get the results from
data node without re-executing the same task. The
duplication work of result generation is avoided called as
task de-duplication.To execute this task, system preserves
table data structure. It includes: Job name, User, Access
specification, Data node name, Dataset details, Result
location. Name node initially work on De-duplication
checking. If De-duplication found name node only collects
the results from respective data nodes.
V. RESULTS
We implemented the system using Hadoop and H2hadoop
framework. When the file is submitted for processing first it
checks file level duplication using hash id. If hash id is
already there in the preprocessing table then previously
calculated results are shown. If hash id is not matching then
blocks are created and block ids are checked. If match found
that block is not processed again. Thus saves time for
recompuations for same data. The comparative results are as
shown in figure 9 and figure 10.

Fig. 7 Pre-filtering deduplication [23]
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Table. 1 Hadoop Results
File Name

File
Size
(KB)

sachin.txt
tested.txt
t.txt
shruti.txt
srushti.txt
shravan.txt

53
60
70
90
100
120

MapReduce
Computations
Time required
(In seconds)
18
23
28
30
36
40

Table. 2 H2Hadoop Results
Time required
to Get Results
on Screen (In
Seconds)
19
25
30
33
40
43

File Name

File
Size
(KB)

sachin.txt
tested.txt
t.txt
shruti.txt
srushti.txt
shravan.txt

53
60
70
90
100
120

Time required
to Get Results
on Screen in
Hadoop
(In Seconds)
19
25
30
33
40
43

Hadoop Results
140
120
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60
40
20
0
sachin.txt tested.txt

t.txt

shruti.txt srushti.txt shravan.txt

File Size (KB)
MapReduce Computations
Time required to Get Results on Screen (In Seconds)

Fig. 9 Hadoop results
120
File Size (KB)

100
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60

Time required to Get
Results on Screen in
Hadoop
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20
0

Time Required to
Get results on screen
in H2Hadoop

Fig. 10 H2Hadoop results
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Time Required
to Get results
on screen in
H2Hadoop
(In seconds)
04
05
05
04
04
05
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Table. 3 Deduplication Results
File
Name
sac.txt
sup.txt
sru.txt
shr.txt
shv.txt
swa.txt

File
Size
(KB)
525
1030
1550
2010
2520
3070

File Level
Duplication
Time (sec)
164
183
219
289
361
473

Block Level
Duplication
Time (sec)
10829
20295
29990
45830
61089
79673

10.

11.

12.

13.

As shown in the tables 1 and 2, when the file is submitted
for the first time the computations are done as per the
normal Hadoop framework work. When same file is
submitted again then actual H2hadoop work starts. So for
the first time computations it takes same time in normal
Hadoop and h2hadoop. The above results are just the
comparative results of Hadoop and H2hadoop. The more
detailed results are as shown in Table 3. It is very clear that
when duplication ratio increased the time required for
uploading the file in HDFS is also decreased.

14.

15.

16.

17.

VI. CONCLUSION
The uploaded big data files are partitioned in to number of
blocks and are distributed over node clusters. To avoid
random
block
distribution
and
data-duplication,
deduplication system is used. For efficient execution of job,
data locality information and job metadata is stored. Time
required for job execution is decreased for next execution of
same job by preserving job metadata. A combined
environment produced efficient job execution results with
efficient space management.
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